LEATHER FROM SORENSEN LEATHER

DUNES | Leather from Sorensen Leather
The DUNES collection has received the Nordic Swan
Ecolabel. A highly-respected certification verifying that it
meets their rigorous requirements regarding the environment, use of energy and resources. A special process
involving sanding, buffing and applying a special type
of leather oil to the surface gives it that almost velvety
Name:
Type:
Thickness:
Size:
Origin:
Surface:

touch. At the same time, DUNES boasts a matt look
that’s raw with a touch of understated elegance. Part of
DUNES’ extra appeal are the subtle, natural markings
which bring a unique personality to each hide. The five
colours we feature will also vary from hide to hide and
with each individual hide. Watch for a delicious patina

DUNES
Aniline leather
1.1 – 1.3 mm
4.5 – 5.5 m2
European rawhide, typically from Italy, Germany, Austria,
Switzerland and Scandinavia
An elegant, matt surface with a somewhat velvety look and feel

Anthrazite - 21003

Grey - 21007

Racing Green - 21005

Finish: 		
Tannage:		
Dye: 		
Particular attributes:
Price:		
Delivery time:		

Dark Brown - 21001

Rust - 21002

that will appear over time as a result of the leather’s
exposure to daylight, interior lighting and usage. In fact,
the more you use DUNES, the more the leather becomes
shinier and smoother.

Special leather oil to enhance the body
Chrome-free
Water-based Aniline dye
Discrete exclusivity in a natural look that wears beautifully
Upon request
Within 6 weeks

Camel - 21004

Cognac - 21000

ULTRA | Leather from Sorensen Leather
One of the most versatile leathers around, ULTRA is
everything you would want in an “everyday” type of leather. Buffed and embossed and truly nice to touch, the
surface of ULTRA boasts a uniform grain pattern spanning
Name:
Type:
Thickness:
Size:
Origin:
Surface:
Finish:

over the entire hide. Making it a dream to work with for
designers. ULTRA has some additional amazing attributes.
Thanks to its extremely strong protective finish, it’s very
user-friendly and easy to maintain. Stains don’t even leave

ULTRA
Protected leather
0.9 – 1.1 mm
4.0 – 5.0 m2
Non European
Very strong and durable with a uniform, matt surface print
Extremely strong surface protection

Tannage:		
Dye: 		
Particular attributes:
		
		
Price:		
Delivery time:		

a mark once wiped away using a fresh cloth with water.
What’s more, as a leather with a heavy surface protection,
ULTRA will take longer to show signs of aging or fading
due to exposure to light.

Chrome
Water-based Aniline dye
Water repellent, dirt repellent, stain resistant, durable, easy upkeep.
A very strong leather that’s smudge-proof, able to withstand wear and
tear, showing little signs of aging or the effects of exposure to light
Upon request
Within 6 weeks

Black - 41599

Black Brown - 41590

Navy - 41573

Anthrazite - 41580

Lava - 41575

Coffee - 41597

Chocolate - 41589

Brown - 41588

Grey - 41585

Safari - 41586

Earth - 41584

Altweiss - 41576

Marble - 41583

Sand - 41582

Eggshell - 41581

White - 41594

Purple - 41593

Brick - 41579

Poppy - 41578

Cognac - 41598

Brandy - 41574

Orange - 41587

Sun - 41577

Apple - 41592
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